Abstract, a characterization of C-compact spaces is given in terms of relations.
The class of C-compact spaces has been of continuing interest to a significant number of researchers (see [C] and the list of references for [H-Lj] and [L-T] ). The purpose of this note is to give a characterization of C-compact spaces in terms of certain relations. This characterization analogizes the characterizations of ¿/-closed and minimal Hausdorff spaces given by Herrington and Long [H-L,] , [H-LJ in terms of graphs of functions into the spaces. The study of relations has also received and continues to receive wide attention from researchers (see the list of references for [S] ). All spaces will be assumed to be Hausdorff and if A is a subset of a space we will denote the family of open neighborhoods of A by 2(^4) (2(x) if A = {x}). For x G A we will let A(x) = { V -{x}: V G 2(x)}. If R c X X Y is a relation we will assume that the domain of R is A". 
